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CHAIRMAN’S REVIEW: ONE QUARTER TO GO 
Vince Schreivogel, CADA Chairman 2006-07 
Vince’s GM Center, Burlington 

 
What a year! It’s hard to believe my term is just about to the end! Looking 
back over the past year, I realized just how much we have done in such a 
short amount of time. So join me in a look back over the past year. 
 
Statewide Tour Stops in Nine Cities 
Last fall, the CADA Executive Committee Members took a state tour to 
introduce the board members and share concern with dealers for 
Amendment 41. Our caravan started in Sterling late September, then we 
traveled on a four-day tour in October, beginning in Cortez and on to Grand Junction—all in one day!  From 
there, we drove to Craig for a lunch meeting and back to Glenwood for an evening meeting. The next day we 
drove to Colorado Springs for a luncheon, followed by Pueblo that night for our seventh meeting. On the fourth 
day of the tour (Thursday), we went to Loveland for lunch and Boulder for dinner—by then I was exhausted! Of 
course this across-state campaign was all about the November election and upcoming legislative issues 
regarding sunset of the Motor Vehicle Dealer Board, as well as some updates from NADA. It was amazing to 
tour this colorful state and meet so many CADA members across Colorado. 
 
November Brings Election Returns  
Then came the elections in November. The defeat of Amendment 41 was a hot topic for CADA—which was 
unfortunately a battle we lost, at least the first round. Amendment 41, conveniently disguised as an “Ethics in 
Government” amendment, was promoted as a way to limit lobbying activities at the Colorado state capitol. 
However, as we warned and the media has uncovered in almost daily stories, its language goes far beyond 
that. Amendment 41 is so broad and sweeping that it limits or even eliminates traditionally-accepted dealer 
activities in local Colorado communities—such as loaner vehicles to public officials, which includes 

government employees at all levels, as well as gifts to independent 
contractors who provide goods or services to governmental agencies. 
The ban also extends to the immediate family members of all those 
subject to Amendment 41, including spouses and dependent children 
living at home, an estimated 500,000-plus of Colorado’s 4.6 million 
residents. We have not heard the end of this heated debate, and it 
will be interesting to see what the future holds for Amendment 41 and 
the citizens of our state. 
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At the beginning of this year, CADA hosted two caucus receptions on the same day, Jan. 8, at the William D. 
Barrow headquarters building. Both were high-profile events, with lots of press coverage (see page 8 for 
photos and more details). CADA was able to form a 527 non-profit organization to work with both parties in full 
compliance with Amendment 41 to host such an event. Journalists were out covering the event, and per Jody 
Hope Strogoff of The Colorado Statesman: 

The reception was held at the luxe offices of the Colorado Automobile Dealers Association, the 
organization that had ponied up so much of the money to oppose Amendment 41, the so-called ethics 
in government proposal that seeks to limit the influence of lobbyists on elected officials. And in the 
center of all the activity on this evening was Tim Jackson, CADA’s president and host extraordinaire, 
who had made it possible for the House Dems (and Senate Republicans earlier that day) to mix and 
mingle with Colorado’s lobbying corps in such a hospitable and lovely setting. 

Again, we have not heard the end of the Amendment 41 debate. For more on this issue, see the legislative 
column. 
 
CADA Hosts Events at NADA Convention  
in Las Vegas 
Many CADA members and staff attended the NADA convention 
in Las Vegas in early February. CADA hosted a Sunday 
breakfast for Colorado dealers with Attorney General John 
Suthers serving as our special guest speaker that morning. The 
same day CADA also hosted a Super Bowl party at the Gordon 
Biersch Brewery Pub Restaurant to watch the Colts and the 
Bears. More than 300 people attended this fun event, co-hosted 
by the Iowa dealer’s association. 
 
That about sums up the first part of my chairmanship. If the first 
eight months are any indication for the last four, this year will prove to be one for us all to remember! 
 
Please feel free to contact me directly on any issues or concerns of importance to you, either by e-mail 
at vince@vincesgmcenter or call 800.231.8991. 
  
 
 
YOUR RX FOR HEALTH BENEFITS 
As the costs of funding healthcare continue to increase, dealers are seeking 
healthcare affordability solutions. Certainly the goal is to maintain competitive 
benefit levels while keeping costs affordable, both for the dealership as well 
as for the employees. Tax-advantaged techniques can offer some relief. 
These might include Cafeteria arrangements under Section 125, Health 
Reimbursement Arrangements or Health Savings Accounts.  

 
Section 125 has existed for several years. 
Dealerships have been utilizing this section of the IRS code for the purpose of 
funding employee premium contributions on a tax-advantaged basis. Flexible 
Spending Accounts (FSA) can be included, allowing funds to be set aside 
for the purpose of paying some eligible out of pocket expenses. FSAs are pre-
tax funds (advantage), but the FSA must be used during the FSA plan year or 
otherwise forfeited (disadvantage). Note – these are employee funds only. 
 
Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRA) are employer funds which 
may be established to assist employees with eligible out of pocket expenses. 
An HRA is usually combined with a high-deductible health insurance plan. 
With proper legal documentation, the funds are tax-advantaged for both the 
employer (when the account is funded) and employee (when paid out for 
eligible medical expenses). These accounts may be rolled over to the next 
year if desired. Note – these are employer funds only.  
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Health Savings Accounts (HSA) were authorized by the Medicare legislation which was signed into law by 
President Bush in December 2004. HSAs must be combined with a high deductible health insurance plan 
under rather strict federal guidelines. The HSA may be funded by the employee or the employer, or some 
combination of the two. Contributions to the HSA are tax-advantaged for both the employee and the employer, 
and are also tax-advantaged when used for eligible medical expenses. CADA presented a number of HSA 
seminars at various locations around the state last year. 
 
CADA Insurance Services, a subsidiary of our association, is a licensed and insured brokerage, exclusively 
serving the members of CADA. They are planning to offer a series of HRA seminars, either late this year or 

early next year. Please let us know if you have interest in scheduling 
one of these seminars in your area. Bob Kogel and Deb Lay are 
managers in the CADA Insurance Services. To contact them e-mail 
bobkogel@cadaonline.org or dlay@cadaonline.org or call 
303.831.1722 or F: 303.831.9555. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

New Law Makes HSAs More Attractive     
  

On Dec. 20, 2006, the president signed the Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006, which includes 
significant changes to health savings accounts (HSAs). Most of the HSA changes became effective Jan. 1, 
2007. The new legislation makes the following changes to existing law:  
High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP) Deductible Won't Limit Annual HSA Contribution. In the past, an 
individual's annual HSA contribution could not exceed the annual deductible under his or her HDHP. This 
limitation has been removed. This means that HSA-eligible individuals with self-only HDHP coverage could 
contribute up to $2,850 and those with family HDHP coverage could contribute up to $5,650 in 2007 
regardless of their HDHP deductible.  
Mid-Year HDHP Enrollees Could Make Full-Year HSA Contribution. Previously, mid-year enrollees in an 
HDHP could receive only a pro-rated contribution to their HSAs. The Act permits a full year HSA 
contribution for persons who join an HDHP mid-year, provided that the individual continues to be eligible for 
HSA contributions for the entire calendar after the year in which he or she joins the HDHP. Not satisfying 
the continuous eligibility rule (except due to death or disability) results in income tax and a 10% penalty on 
any excess HSA contributions made.  
Health Flexible Spending Account (FSA) "Grace Period" Coverage Will Be Disregarded. Under the 
former law, an employee who was covered by a health FSA under which coverage was extended during a 
grace period of up to 2-1/2 months following the end of the plan year was ineligible for an HSA until the first 
calendar month beginning after the grace period ends. This was so even if the individual had a $0 balance 
in the health FSA at the end of the plan year (i.e., before the grace period begins). Under the Act, health  
FSA grace period coverage will be disregarded if the health FSA has a $0 balance at the end of the plan 
year, or if a qualified HSA distribution of the entire remaining health FSA balance is made as of the end of 
the plan year.  
Permits Rollovers from FSAs and HRAs to HSAs. The new law opens a five year window during which 
employers may transfer, or allow employees to transfer, funds from FSAs or health reimbursement 
arrangements (HRAs), or both, into HSAs. The amount of the rollover does not reduce the annual HSA 
contribution amount allowed for the year of the rollover. This option may be particularly helpful to employers 
with HRAs, since it now provides a method for transitioning from HRAs to HSAs. This provision is effective 
on Dec. 20, 2006 and sunsets after Dec. 31, 2011.  
Comparability Exception Allows Larger Employer Contributions for  
Non-HCEs. The Act provides an exception to the comparability rules, so that  
employers making HSA contributions outside of a cafeteria plan may make  
larger contributions to the HSAs of non-highly compensated employees than  
to the HSAs of highly compensated employees 
 
What do all of these changes mean? Employers who offer HSAs will want to  
review the effect of these changes on their plan designs and plan communication  
materials. Since the changes became effective Jan.1, 2007, employers will want  
to act quickly to inform employees of any changes that affect them. 
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN 
Tim Jackson, CADA President 

Colorado Dealer Circle the Wagons 
Given the challenges that auto dealers face today, it is becoming increasingly apparent 
that we need to circle the wagons…and the mini-vans, pickups, SUVs, sedans, coupes, 
convertibles, flex-fuel vehicles, hybrids, and roadsters. 
 
When analyzing threats to dealers and the long-term economic viability of our industry, 
one must look no further than the ever-more aggressive, contingency-fee based 
personal injury trial lawyers and their growing propensity to file class action litigation.   

 
Numerous dealers in other states are being sued in class action litigation, based on D&H fees. In South 
Carolina, class action litigation filings began in August of last year and named a majority of new car franchise 
dealers in that state. And in Arkansas, two of the largest dealer groups in the Little Rock area are fighting 
class-action litigation, based on a claim charging D&H fees that are identified in part for completing paperwork 
related to the sales transaction constitutes the unauthorized practice of law. While the claim may seem 
ludicrous and without merit or precedence—or might even seem frivolous—dealers will spend thousands of 
dollars defending themselves in court. 
 
In Colorado, many dealers have charged D&H fees based on the terms of an agreement reached with the 
Colorado attorney general’s office in 1979. Had the attorney general taken certain dealers to court in 1979, it 
could have obtained a “consent decree,” as well as civil penalties. However, the matter was resolved when the 
agreement—known as an “assurance of discontinuance”—was presented to dealers, who either signed or 
began following the terms of the agreement. For 28 years there have not been any legal challenges to dealers 
who charge D&H fees in Colorado, provided they operated in accordance with 
the provisions of the assurance of discontinuance. But beginning in late 
February, as many as six Colorado dealerships were been named in two class-
action lawsuits with claims almost identical to those in Arkansas.  
 
Dealers concerned with this D&H fees agreement should contact their legal 
counsel for advise on this matter. While CADA is your association, we cannot 
act as your law office or dispense legal advice. Nor can we act as an insurance 
company and cover legal costs. CADA is available as an information resource 
and dealers are encouraged to contact CADA should you have any questions. 
 
Progress on dealer legislative agenda    
Auto dealers’ legislative issues fared very well in the state Capitol this year, despite newly enacted and 
burdensome lobby restrictions encompassed in Amendment 41. Without doubt, we have been the most 
aggressive among the public policy advocacy interest groups at changing processes and pro-actively 
organizing in a way that enables grassroots communication and lobbying to move forward in independent, self-
supporting entities. Other groups have not been so forward thinking, and some have suffered significant 
challenges. Among those which have been the most hard-hit by the new restrictions, combined with new 
adversarial majorities in the legislature, include: gas and oil interests, homebuilder interests, employer  
workers’ compensation advocates, tort reform advocates, insurers, and health care providers. 
 
Just because we escaped the wrath of some far-left thinking policy-makers in 2007, doesn’t mean we are 
exempt from bad policy objectives under their legislative stewardship. We as an industry must continue to be 
extremely involved in public policy processes and remain connected to ensure we don’t miss a beat in the all-
important legislative process. 
 
The highest priority bill for this legislative session was the Sunset Review of the Motor Vehicle Dealer 
Board, the regulatory agency’s oversight board. As reported later in this issue, we ended up 12 for 12 on high 
priority issues within the Sunset Review bill. At the time of this writing, the governor’s signature is pending on 
that legislation. Soon, you’ll hear more on the outcome of the recent legislative session. 
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A growing chorus of environmental groups is calling on the Colorado Legislature to enact tougher emission 
standards than are the national standards. The push for limiting greenhouse gases and reducing carbon 
emissions has expended beyond the federal Capitol to statehouses, especially those in the West. Tailpipe 
emissions seem to be at the top of their list. CADA was already considering legislation to toughen the 
Colorado franchise act. It appears that we will have both a major offensive battle in 2008, as well as a 
defensive battle.   
 
As always, we at CADA welcome and want your input on these and any other matters. Please feel free to 
contact any of us (see information on back page of this newsletter) or me directly at 303.282.1448 or 
tim.jackson@cadaonline.org. We highly value your suggestions and look forward to helping implement them 
in the coming years. 
       
 

 

COLORADO GENERAL ASSEMBLY UPDATE 
Todd Maul,  
Legislative Policy Committee (LPC) Chairman  
AutoNation, Denver 

1. HB-1072- All-Union Agreement Approval Vote Vetoed by Gov. Ritter 
 CAR Victory #1 

This proposed bill would have empowered unions to establish their presence in the workplace with much 
greater ease-thus driving costs and fracturing long-standing employee-employer relationships. 
By removing the “second vote” requirement it would have become easier for unions to organize in Colorado workplaces. 
Currently, Colorado is unique among states in its hybrid work status instituted by the 63 year old Colorado Labor Peace 
Act. 1072 would have effectively deleted the main and significant tenants of the Act, rendering Colorado a “right to work” 
state. Besides being a major obstacle for existing businesses, this transition would have severely limited future business 
establishment within the state. 

2. HB-1303- Junk-Mail Opt-Out List Registry   Failed in committee  
 CAR Victory #2 
This proposal would have limited an auto dealer’s ability to send direct mail advertisements.  
This bill effectively served as a parallel to the existing No-Call Registry telephone list. HB 1303 required a mass mailer 
to purchase an updated list of those registered on a No-Mail list. While it exempted churches, charities and public 
entities, it would have adversely affected business owners of all sizes. Besides abridging freedom of speech issues it 
left open a myriad of possible interpretations for the precise definition of junk mail. Additionally, because such a large 
amount of mail is comprised of junk mail (flyers, advertisements, catalogues, coupons, etc) the removal of it would 
theoretically have raised the postal rates for everything else. 

3. SB-112- Supervised Lenders Motor Vehicle Dealers  Awaiting signature from Gov. 
Ritter. We encourage your support in contacting Gov. Ritter to veto SB 112. 
 CAR opposed; pursuing amendment to narrow impact 
This bill effectively de-regulates lenders from being licensed dealers and thus removes them from the 
authority of the Auto Industry Division and the Motor Vehicle Dealer Board. 
Allows credit unions, banks, and lenders to sell repossessed vehicles without conforming to the 12 per year threshold  
or the licensing requirement. With a technical reading of the bill, it would allow “captive lenders” to fall under the 
definition of “lender” and also become exempt from these requirements. Also, as unlicensed dealers, lenders would not 
be regulated by the Auto Industry Division or the Motor Vehicle Dealer Board. We successfully offered an amendment 
to narrow the definition of “lender” to prohibit “captive lenders” from taking advantage of this potential loophole.  

4. HB-1081- Powersports Motor Vehicle Dealers Passed House Transportation 
Committee 
  CAR led effort to re-write proposed legislation to lessen risk of Sunday sales 
ban repeal.  
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This bill would require those who currently sell personal ATV’s, watercraft, and snowmobiles to become 
licensed and bonded and fall under the authority of the Motor Vehicle Dealer Board. 
Would require those who sell ATVs, mini-bikes, and personal watercraft to become licensed and regulated by the 
MVDB. Currently, these products are sold on Sundays and classified separately from motor vehicles. Currently, we 
have worked in conjunction with the Powersports Dealers Association of Colorado to redraft a more precisely worded 
bill that would prohibit a potential argument, attacking Sunday sales. This amended bill has been finalized and is 
awaiting approval from the Senate Transportation Committee.  

5. HB-1176- Injured Worker Change Select Physician  Passed House Business Affairs 
and Labor Committee; awaiting passage in the House 
 CAR opposes change 
This legislation, attempted in each of the last three years, would increase workers’ compensation 
premiums for employers. 
Proposal allows injured workers under the “Worker’s Compensation Act of Colorado” to change their primary care 
physician by adhering to several procedural steps. These steps include giving notice to the treating physician of the 
change, selecting a physician from a list provided by the employer (plan), and confirmation by the new physician that 
the patient will be treated by the new physician. 

6. SB-221- MVDB Sunset Review  Passed Senate Business 
Labor and Technology Committee; passed third reading in 
Senate with amendment to retain original board make-up; 
assigned to House Business Labor and Technology Committee 

 CAR has netted many victories in this legislation so far 
In its current form, SB-221 represents a negotiated or complete victory on 
each of the 12 recommendations supported by the CADA Board.  
Make-up of the MVDB- DORA recommends the current make-up of the board of 3 
new dealers, 3 used dealers, and 3 public members be altered to 3 new, 2 used, 1 
county clerk, and 3 public members. We were successful in offering and passing an 
amendment to keep the board in its original make-up. 

 
 
SB-221 Motor Vehicle Dealer Board Sunset Review 
A product of a year and a half of evolution, preparation, negotiation and meetings has resulted in an extremely 
favorable final version of SB-221, which is on its way to Gov. Bill Ritter’s desk for final passage. The following 
represent some key changes to the Motor Vehicle Dealer Board (MVDB) effective July 1, 2007:  

a. Composition of the MVDB 
Without question, the most disputed and hard fought battle was the issue of the MVDB 
composition. Both the Department of Regulatory Agencies (DORA) as well as the Senate sponsor, 
Sen. Jennifer Viega proposed weakening industry representation in place of adding county clerk 
and financial services persons. Fortunately, we were able to successfully amend the bill to retain 
the current composition of the MVDB of three new dealers, three used dealers, and three public 
members. 

b. Bond Requirements 
While DORA recommended eliminating salesperson bonds altogether, our position is that 
increasing both salesperson and dealer bonds is crucial for providing an additional level of 
consumer protection. As a result, salespersons bonds will increase from $5,000 to $15,000 and 
dealer bonds from $30,000 to $50,000. 

c. Administrative Law Judges (ALJ’s) 
The introduction of ALJ’s will aid the MVDB in providing findings of fact and findings of law. This 
process will allow for an increased efficiency thereby permitting the MVDB to concentrate on 
matters of broader policy importance. Ultimately, the findings of the ALJ’s will be given to the 
MVDB as recommendations, leaving the MVDB to use their expertise in reaching a final 
conclusion. The MVDB must allow the usage of ALJ’s in 60% of all cases but may elect to hear 
cases without ALJ’s upon unanimous agreement of a quorum of MVDB members. 
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d. Length of Sunset Renewal Process 
All issues established relating to the re-authorization of the MVDB will be in place for ten years, 
until July 1, 2017. 

e. Salesperson Examination 
A psychometrically valid test will be established by January 1, 2008. This test will seek to improve 
upon the current test and outline a scientifically proven exam to facilitate a meaningful and proven 
method of motor vehicle law and regulation retention.  

f. Notification to Consumers of the MVDB 
Dealers will be required to include a notice to consumers of the existence, purpose, and contact 
information of the MVDB within existing paperwork of a lease or sale.  

g. Granting of license to auction for sale of government vehicles 
75% of government vehicles go through the auction process. This will 
allow the auctions an appropriate license in dealing with these vehicles. 

h. MVDB and Auto Industry Division (AID) adopt common standards 
A reliable, consistent, and viable set of compliance and disciplinary 
standards shall be established by both the MVDB and the AID by Jan. 
1, 2008. Once established this set of standards shall govern the actions 
of the AID. These established standards will be adjusted from the 
previous standards to allow for changes to the nature of the auto retail industry. 

i. MVDB Deactivation of license 
MVDB may deactivate a dealer’s license by mail if the licensee fails to maintain the appropriate 
bond. 

 
These are the issues of greatest impact to the changes to the MVDB board’s authority and duties. These are 
also the issues that will impact new and used motor vehicle dealers in Colorado effective as of July 1, 2007.  
 
Those involved in the 2007 Sunset Review process include: 

Colorado Independent Auto Dealers Association (CIADA) – Jon Kroneberger 
Colorado Auto Brokers Association (CABA) – Edie Busam, Steve Perkins, Hank Held 
Power-Sports Dealers Association of Colorado (PDAC) – Jerry Abboud 
Denver Auto Auction – John Kramer 
Colorado Auto Dealers Association (CADA) – Tim Jackson 
Colorado Auto Retailers (CAR) – Mike Feeley, Jeremy Cottrell 
Department of Regulatory Agencies (DORA) – Bob Holden, Jeff Heier 
Testimony – Jeff Carlson, Lee Payne, Gretchen Olsen, Bob Feder, John Medved, Lisa Schomp 
Motor Vehicle Dealer Board (MVDB) – Jeff Carlson, President 

We extend out sincere thanks and gratitude to all those who were involved in this monumental process.  
 
For a full copy of SB-221 please contact Jeremy Cottrell, Colorado Auto Retailers (CAR), at 303.903.5302. 
 
 

SENATE PANEL PRESSES AUTOMAKERS ON FUEL ECONOMY  
 
At a recent Energy and Natural Resources Committee hearing, Senators pushed 
General Motors, Honda and others from the transportation sector to increase fuel 
economy standards for cars and light trucks. Senators also hinted that their 
manufacturers' efforts to produce greener vehicles will boost their bottom line.  

"Maybe we need to help you help yourself by pushing these standards," said Sen. Gordon Smith, (R-Ore).  
 
With global climate change high on the agenda for the newly elected Democrat majority, this was the first 
hearing calling for tougher mile per gallon gasoline standards, more research funding, and further 
development of biofuels. American Honda even went so far to urge the federal government to increase vehicle 
mileage requirements. Dealers are urged to remind their Members of Congress on a regular basis that NADA 
continues to support efforts by automakers and regulators to improve fuel efficiency, but opposes legislative 
fuel economy mandates that would significantly raise standards without strong consideration to consumer 
choice, affordability, or passenger safety. 
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CAUCUS RECEPTIONS HOSTED AT CADA 
On Jan. 8, the CADA offices served as the venue for two important events for state legislators. The day 
started with a luncheon for Senate Republicans, followed by a reception for House Democrats that 
evening. The annual CADA legislative reception was not held this year due to the restrictions of  
Amendment 41.  
 
Susan Tannenbaum of The Colorado Statesman had this to say in her Jan. 12 article, "Poli -Sigh": 

Best party so far this young Capitol Hill season? Well, that’s easy. It was the soiree for the Colorado 
House Democrats given at the Colorado Automobile Dealers Association mansion. With CADA’s 
Tim Jackson as host, it had the right mix of lobbyist and legislator to locale. And not to worry. 
Amendment 41 wasn’t compromised. The Caucus paid for its members to attend. 

 
The Statesman went on to add the following about the well-attended events: 

House Democrats (and Senate GOP) scored the best locale with a mansion on the corner of Speer  
and Grant, aka the home of the Colorado Automobile Dealers Association (CADA). This  
magnificent building featured an upstairs/downstairs set-up where legislators, staffers and lobbyists 
could mix and mingle; valet parking; two separate bars; a catering kitchen; and lots of guests, which 
is what we’d expect from the party in power. 

  
Tim Jackson from the Automobile Dealers told folks that he wanted this to be the best pre-session event 
in the history of Colorado–and we think he succeeded. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Decorations went from RED to BLUE between the 
lunch and the evening reception; however, CADA 
rolled out the red carpet for all attendees. 
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CREATING AN ENERGY-EFFICIENT DEALERSHIP 
 
One excellent way to learn about potential energy efficiency improvements is from industry peers. Such 
success stories can reveal details of the work, time, and investment involved and the improvements achieved. 

Evidence of the potential for dealership energy efficiency improvements is a Virginia Acura, Lexus, and 
Chevrolet dealership, visited in conjunction with the development of an NADA guide referenced below. The 
sprawling automobile campus has three dealerships and a number of service buildings adding up to a quarter 
million square feet of space, not including an off-site collision repair center. 

The successes achieved at this facility were made possible due to the efforts of the dealership group’s facility 
manager, with the support of the dealer-owners. Many energy efficiency improvement opportunities have been 
taken advantage of, within the constraints of the franchisors’ design specifications. Various dealership 
personnel are involved in the improvements, as are several outside product and service providers, including 
lighting professionals. Some of the improvements include: 

• Building Shell--A master switch that shuts down the entire facility at 
closing, except for select security lighting. 

• Showrooms--Metal halide lamps in areas with high ceilings. 
• Parts/Service Areas--Suspended and looped compressed air-

distribution systems. 
• Vehicle Washing/Detailing Areas--Greater than 50 percent water 

reclamation. 
• Dealership Lot/Building Exteriors--Exterior lighting incorporating 

photocells to reduce day burning. 
• Body Shop--T5HO lighting for the bodywork examination area. 

To achieve similar results consider contacting appropriate professionals to review or energy audit your 
facilities for potential energy savings. Many opportunities exist for cost-effective energy efficiency upgrades at 
dealership facilities. In addition, even more fruitful opportunities exist for dealerships involved in new 
construction or major facility renovations. These opportunities will only become more numerous and attractive 
in the future as energy costs increase, and new technologies and strategies become available. 

This article was adapted from A Dealer Guide to Energy Star® Putting Energy into Profits (BM31). This guide can be ordered online at 
www.nada.org/mecatalog or by calling NADA at 800-252-NADA, ext. 2. For further information and assistance for your dealership, contact 
NADA or the ENERGY STAR® Small Business Network at 888-STAR-YES or http://www.energystar.gov/smallbiz. 

  
 

ONLINE SALESPERSON LICENSING NOW AVAILABLE FOR DEALERS 
 
The Online Salesperson Licensing service is now available to Colorado dealerships. This effort was 
initially begun over a year ago by CADA and CIADA working directly with Auto Industry Division. The 
application development was subsequently moved over to the State Internet Portal Authority (SIPA) in 
order to establish the necessary links to state payment and accounting processes. All dealerships should 
have also received a letter from the state earlier this year. 

This online service will enable your dealership to apply for new salesperson licenses online—and 
receive a temporary license number and letter immediately. You will also be able to receive 
notification of upcoming renewals and the ability to add or remove a salesperson. 
 

• In order to utilize the service, dealerships must first register with Colorado.gov at the following: 
www.Colorado.gov/registration. You will need to complete the overall Registration 
Agreement and also the Service Specific Addendum for Auto Industry Sales Licenses. There is 
a $75 annual fee to be a registered user of all Colorado.gov online services. 
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• Once your dealership is registered, the online application is available at the following secured, 
password-protected website: www.Colorado.gov/saleslicense. 

In general, your salespersons must still complete and sign the hard copy form DR 2115 (WEB-version of 
this form available from within the application once you obtain your ID and password). Someone 
authorized at your dealership will then input the information to obtain the temporary license number 
and letter immediately. You will then retain the signed application form, the bond and the license 
examination on file at your dealership. Proof of lawful presence and a signed affidavit form DR 4679 
should be mailed to Auto Industry Division. 
 
Future developments of this new online service will inc lude the ability to renew online, reissues and 
transferring a license to another dealership. As you begin to utilize this online service, if you have 
suggestions on future improvements, please contact CADA; we will work with both Auto Industry Division 
and Colorado.gov on enhancements. 

You may contact Tammi McCoy at CADA, tammi.mccoy@cadaonline.org, 303.282.1449 with any 
questions or concerns. You can also contact www.colorado.gov or call 303.534.3468 for customer 
service or John Thomas directly at 303.534.3468 x102 or jthomas@colorado.gov with any questions 
or concerns. 
 
 
 

DEALERSHIP HIGHLIGHTS, MILESTONES & TRANSITIONS  

TWO DEALERS HONORED  
WITH EDUCATION AWARDS 
Congratulations to two Denver automobile dealers 
who were recently honored by Northwood 
University for their individual contributions and 
efforts to improve education at all levels. Lisa J. 
Schomp, owner/president, Ralph Schomp 
Automotive, and Michael J. Shaw, president, 
Mike Shaw Group were among12 automobile 
dealers from across the United States and one 
from Germany to be recognized at the annual 
Dealer Education Awards. 
 
The ceremony was held in conjunction with the 
National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) 
convention in Las Vegas. Since 1972, Northwood  
has recognized individuals in the automotive 
marketing field who have made noteworthy 
contributions to public or private education inside 
or outside of the industry. 

“We have been recognizing outstanding dealers 
for 34 years and there has never been a time 
when their contributions have meant more to their 
communities than they do today,” said Keith A. 
Pretty, president of Northwood University. “These 
leaders have made outstanding sacrifices of time 
and resources. We are proud of all the Dealer 
Education Award winners and commend them for 
their leadership.” 

GROWING GEBHARDT AUTOMOTIVE 
Gebhardt Automotive Group in Boulder recently 
expanded its European line by adding a Porsche 
dealership to their business this past summer. It 
was acquired from Adolf Stammler and moved to a 
new location close to the current Gebhardt Saab 
franchise, which also features a VW dealership 
and a BMW dealership.  
 
“Our three Boulder locations are within miles of 
each other,” said owner Jim Gebhardt, who is a 
third generation dealer. “The expansion and 
integration of each location has been a challenge, 
but we’re still having fun!” 

Gebhardt started working at his 
father’s dealership more than 25 
years ago and can boast having all 
of his immediate family in the same 
industry in one way or another, 
many working in Colorado. Paul Gebhardt, who 
started the original dealership, is still a dealer. 
Three of his children and Paul’s siblings work for 
the dealership in Boulder—sister Anne is the HR 
director for all three locations, sister Carol serves 
as customer relations manager, and brother Tom 
has taken charge of the new Porsche location. 
They also have a sister, Susan, who lives in 
Atlanta and works for LoJack; a brother, Joe, who 
owns a Chevy and Subaru dealership in 
Loveland; and another brother, Mike, who works 
for Rocky Mountain EuroSport in Denver. 
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LET US KNOWN ABOUT YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Have you or anyone else at your dealership won an award recently? 
Has your dealership provided any outstanding community service? 

We want to recognize these accomplishments. Please send us a brief write-up of the award or 
event along with any other information to Lauren Stadler (see back page for contact 

information). Also include your name and contact information for further follow-up. 
 

”Then there’s Maddy, my 10-year-old daughter 
who loves to come in and answer phones,” said 
Jim. ”She’s in the running to become the fourth 
generation of auto dealers in the Gebhardt 
family.” 
 
The family feeling also extends to Gebhardt 
Automotive Group’s 156 employees. “We have 
many long-time associates at all our locations—
most of whom are experts in the cars they sell. It’s 
great to know the people you work with really 
enjoy their jobs and the products we sell.” 

For more information on the Boulder Gebhardt 
Automotive Group, please visit their website at 
http://www.gebauto.com/. 
 

DOMINGUEZ HONORED AS 
HISPANIC BUSINESS WOMAN OF 
THE YEAR 
Congratulations to Ivette 
Dominguez of Alpine Buick 
Pontiac GMC who has been 
named Business Woman of 
the Year by the Denver 
Hispanic Chamber of 
Commerce (DHCC). This 
year’s award winners were recognized at the 
DHCC 21st Annual Meeting and Business 
Awards Luncheon on April 12. 

 “The DHCC membership consists of an 
outstanding group of leaders in the Hispanic 
community,” stated Jeff Campos, President of 
DHCC. “Each year, it’s exciting to have the 
chance to honor those individuals who inspire 
others to follow in their footsteps of success."  

For more than 20 years, DHCC has been 
honoring leaders in the Hispanic community at 
the Business Awards Luncheon. Award 
recipients were chosen by the DHCC Annual 
Meeting and Business Awards Luncheon 
Selection Committee from nominations 
submitted by DHCC members. The award 
recipients were judged on their interaction with 
the Hispanic community, involvement with  

 
organizations, committees and Board of 
Directors that promote Hispanic business 
development, as well as Hispanic business 
outreach and involvement with the DHCC. 

 
LISA SCHOMP SELECTED  
AS TMQDA TOP 5 FINALIST 
Lisa Schomp, was recently named one as of 
the top five finalists of the prestigious TIME 
Magazine Quality Dealer Award (TMQDA) 
this year—out of sixty dealers nominated from 
more than 19,500 nationwide.  

TIME Magazine Quality Dealer Award finalist Lisa 
J. Schomp, seated (from L to R); Farhad 
Fozounmayeh, Los Angeles Account Executive, 
TIME Magazine; Tim Jackson, President, CADA; 
and Ed Huffman, Original Equipment Account 

Manager, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. 
 

WELCOME NEW CADA MEMBERS: 
     Phil Long Suzuki 
     Phil Long Hyundai of Motor City  
     Phil Long Hyundai of Chapel Hills 
     Go Subaru on Arapahoe 
     Lamborghini of Denver 
     Lithia Hyundai of Ft. Collins 
 
NEW ALLIIED MEMBERS: 
     CBS Radio 
     Entravision Communications 
     Employer Cost Control Services, Inc. 
     Hotlink HR, Inc.
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NADA DIRECTOR’S COLUMN:   
Willey urges dealers to use all resources  
to enhance performance and profitability 
 
 
Jeff Carlson, Glenwood Springs Ford 
Colorado NADA Director 
Chairman, NADA Public Affairs Committee  
 
In his remarks at the recent NADA Exposition and Convention, 2007 Chairman 
Dale Willey urged dealers to use all resources available to continue to enhance 
their performance and profitability, including NADA’s programs and services.  

     
Noting the association's important role in his own growth and success as a dealer through the years, Willey 
said, "NADA can help every dealer become more profitable. It helped me and it can help you."  

Among the NADA programs Willey referenced was the aforementioned "Lifeline to Profits" workshop series, 
which offers dealers expert advice by 20 Group consultants and Dealer Academy instructors. "This is a 
talented and knowledgeable group," he said.  

Willey also highlighted the importance of NADA's active dialogue with manufacturers, legislators and 
regulators.  

"We need to make certain that our manufacturers never forget that dealers are one of their most important 
assets," he said. "When dealers succeed, manufacturers succeed."  

On the legislative front, he cited congressional movement on vehicle total-loss disclosure as an example of the 
effectiveness of NADA's government relations programs. And in the regulatory arena, he noted that dealers 
have to comply with 114 federal regulations, underscoring the value of NADA's guidance and communications 
to help dealers navigate in a complex business landscape.  

 

NADA Official Used Car Guide Gets New Name 
  

After 74 years, the N.A.D.A. Official Used Car Guide Company has  
changed its name. From now on the company will be known as NADA  
Analytical Services Group (NADA ASG), Mike Stanton, vice president  
and chief operating office of NADA ASG told attendees at the recent  
NADA Convention and Exposition.  
  
As part of the rebranding, the logo has been redesigned and NADA ASG  
has spiffed up its corporate Web site, stationery design, and marketing  
pieces. A new tagline, "Accelerating Vehicle Information," ties into the  
company's new analytical products being launched at the convention. 
  
"This new logo and name, and the tagline, better reflect our positioning  
as an end-to-end solutions provider for our customers," said Stanton.  
"Everybody recognizes the little yellow book, and I want to make it clear  
that the yellow book does not change—and our core competency doesn't  
change [either]."  
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CADA CALENDAR: UPCOMING EVENTS & SEMINARS 
 

TOPIC CITY DATE/TIME LOCATION 
Five Ways to Reduce  
Your Dealership Workers’ 
Compensation Costs  
By Dave Campbell, Wells Fargo 
Insurance Services (formerly Acordia) 
and Lonnie Garcia, Pinnacol Assurance 
 

Denver Tuesday,  
May 22 
10 am to 1 pm 
Lunch Provided  

Pinnacol Assurance Offices 
(Hayden Pass Training Room),  
7501 E. Lowry Blvd.,  
Denver, 80230 
 
*RSVP directly to Wells Fargo 
Insurance Services at 
719.785.8184 

Five Ways to Reduce  
Your Dealership Workers’ 
Compensation Costs  
By Dave Campbell, Wells Fargo 
Insurance Services (formerly Acordia) 
and Lonnie Garcia, Pinnacol Assurance 

Grand Junction Wednesday, 
May 23 
10 am to 1 pm 
Lunch Provided   

Doubletree Hotel,  
743 Horizon Drive,  
Grand Junction, 81506  
 
*RSVP directly to Wells Fargo 
Insurance Services at 
719.785.8184 

Secrets to becoming  
a Super Controller 
By Sandi Jerome 

Denver Thursday,  
July 26 
8 to 11 am 

William D. Barrow Building  
(CADA/MDADA headquarters) 
*See enclosed registration flyer 

Secrets to becoming  
a Super Controller 
By Sandi Jerome 

Grand Junction Friday, July 27 
8 to 11 am 

DoubleTree Hotel,  
743 Horizon Drive 
*See enclosed registration flyer 

CADA Annual Golf Event Aurora Monday,  
Aug. 27 
-Sponsor 
Welcome  
11:30 am  
-Noon shotgun 
start  

Valley Country Club,  
14601 Country Club Dr., Aurora  

Regional Member Briefings TBD Fall 2005 (exact 
dates to be 
determined) 

Locations to be determined 
 

MDADA Annual  
Membership Meeting 
 

Denver Tuesday,  
Nov. 27 
11 am to 2 pm 

Cherry Hills Country Club 
(more details to follow soon) 

 
 

CADA OPEN ROAD: A WEEKLY FREE E-NEWSLETTER 
 

CADA has launched a FREE weekly e-newsletter, Open Road, which is e-mailed to registered members 
every Wednesday. Open Road features important dealer news, management alerts, upcoming seminar and 
event information, legislative status reports, regulatory updates, industry news and trends, local dealer 
milestones, and more. We launched this service because we understand the importance you place on timely 
information and communication. So far, many dealers have commented on how worthwhile this service is and 
how it has brought significant benefit to their operations.  
 

If you would like to subscribe to this FREE service, go to www.cadaopenroad.org. 
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PINNACOL POLICYHOLDER 
SEMINARS 
 
Pinnacol Assurance’s policyholder seminars offer 
valuable workers’ compensation information and 
an easy way for association dividend program 
participants to satisfy their annual safety-training 
requirement. Listed below is the upcoming seminar 
schedule. The seminars provide practical 
information that attendees can take back to the 
workplace and begin implementing immediately. 
Courses are offered at convenient locations 
around the state and most are free to Pinnacol 
policyholders. For more information or to 
register for a Pinnacol seminar, call 
303.361.4776. 
Two new classes being offered in 2007 include 
“Modified Duty: The Formal Job-Offer Process” 
and “Modified Duty: Identifying Tasks and Creating 
Programs.”  Modified duty helps employers by 
speeding their injured workers’ medical recovery, 
reducing claims costs, and holding down 
premiums. Both of these courses provide 
information that is useful to policyholders from all 
industries and organization types. They are 
interactive and taught by Pinnacol’s experienced  
 
 

 
return-to-work specialists. All attendees will receive  
a list of modified duty tasks specific to their 
industry. 

May       
• Effective Training for All Employees  

Denver 
• Modified Duty: The Formal Job-Offer Process 

Sterling 
• Modified Duty: Identifying Tasks & Creating 

Programs  
    Fort Collins 

June       
• Cost Containment Certification  

Denver 
• Modified Duty: The Formal Job-Offer Process  

Durango 
• Office Ergonomics/Train the Trainer  

Colorado Springs 

July       
• Understanding the Workers’ Compensation 

Process  
    Denver

 
   
CADA F&I RESOURCE CENTER 

Valuable opportunities in products, services, training, visibility & more are available!  
 

The Colorado Automobile Dealers Association provides a full suite of products to 
member dealers within our F&I Resource Center such as: 

• Colorado first service contract programs, designed and administrated 
specifically for Colorado dealers, by a Colorado company. This program 
provides fully reinsured partnerships, a 100 % money-back guarantee, 
dealership designed and owned prepaid maintenance programs, service drive sales and a full 
dealership development department. Also available is a full suite of full F&I training in compliance, 
including AFIP certification, along with menu selling, F&I sales techniques, and F&I fill in, where 
needed. 

• CADA specific GAP protection from a well-known and respected insurance provider. This program 
provides no MSRP limits on new vehicles and no NADA book value limit on used vehicles. CADA has 
an extremely competitive rate structure in place for member dealers that allows for dealership program 
flexibility.  

• Colorado based tire and wheel protection program that has full coverage for curb impact damage, 
no limits to replacement, and includes rate breaks for CADA members.  

• Dent and chemical protection products designed for our dealers.  
For more information, please contact Chad M. Julius in the CADA F&I Resource Center at 303.831.1722 or 
via e-mail: chad.julius@cadaonline.org. 
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CADA Board of Directors 2006-07 
OFFICERS: 

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD:  VINCE SCHREIVOGEL, Vince’s GM Center, Burlington 
VICE CHAIRMAN:  BOB GHENT, Ghent Motor Co., Greeley  
SECRETARY:  MIKE FARICY, The Faricy Boys, Colorado Springs 
TREASURER:   NANCY SELLERS, New Country Auto Center, Durango  
IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIRMAN:  GEORGE PIERCE, Murray Motor Imports, Denver 
 

DIRECTORS:  
A. J. GUANELLA, Burt Chevrolet, Englewood – District #1 
JIM SUSS, Suss Pontiac GMC, Aurora – District #2 
DOUG MORELAND, Grand Auto, Thornton – District #3 
DAVE FOWLER, Century 1 Chevrolet, Broomfield – District #4 
KRISS SPRADLEY, Spradley-Barr Ford, Ft. Collins – District #5  
WARREN YODER, Weld County Garage, Greeley – District #6 
JON LIND, Burlington Ford Lincoln Mercury, Burlington – District #7 
TIM BALDRIDGE, Front Range Honda, Colorado Springs – District #8  
BARB VIDMAR, Vidmar Motor Co., Pueblo – District #9 
FLETCHER FLOWER, Flower Motor Co., Montrose – District #11 
STEVE NILSSON, Glenwood Springs Ford, Glenwood Springs – District #12 
TODD MAUL, AutoNation, Denver – At Large / Legislative Policy Committee Chairman 
JEFF CARLSON, Glenwood Springs Ford, Glenwood Springs – NADA Director  

 
CADA  Staff  

William D. Barrow Building • 290 E. Speer Blvd. • Denver, CO 80203 • 303.831.1722 • Fax 303.831.4205 
TITLE NAME EMAIL 
President    Tim Jackson tim.jackson@cadaonline.org  
Vice President    Tammi  L. McCoy tammi.mccoy@cadaonline.org  
Comptroller     Jan Garrigan jgarrigan@cadaonline.org   
CAR Legislative Director Jeremy Cottrell jeremy.cottrell@cadaonline.org 
Bond Coordinator    Linda Toteve linda.toteve@cadaonline.org   
F&I Resource Center – Manager Chad Julius chad.julius@cadaonline.org   
F&I Resource Center/Forms, Services Coordinator  Lauren Stadler lauren.stadler@cadaonline.org  
Insurance Services Account Manager  Bob Kogel bob.kogel@cadaonline.org   
Insurance Services Account Manager Deb Lay dlay@cadaonline.org    
RSVP for events or seminars RSVP RSVP@cadaonline.org   

 
Other Resources 

Auto Industry Division:  303.205.5746, www.revenue.state.co.us/dlr/home.asp  
Titles/Registration:  303.205.5608, www.revenue.state.co.us/MV_dir/wrap.asp?incl=titlereg 
 
Bulletin Questions or Comments?   If you have questions about items in this bulletin or ideas/suggestions 
for future article topics, please contact Tim Jackson or  Tammi McCoy.  
 

 

List of Enclosures to this Bulletin: 
Super Controller Seminar registration flyer 

Five Ways to Reduce Your Dealership Workers’ Compensation Costs seminar flyer 
Mountain States Employers Council—May bulletin 

 
 
DISCLAIMER: CADA IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO DISPENSE LEGAL ADVICE. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS 
NEWSLETTER IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. CADA ADVISES THAT DEALERS CONSULT LEGAL COUNSEL ON 
THE SPECIFICS OF ANY LAW OR REGULATION TO ENSURE FULL COMPLIANCE. 


